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Herein, the potential of single transition metal atoms (TM, from Ti to Au) supported on g-C3N4 (TM/g-C3N4)

for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) was investigated by first-principles calculations. It was

demonstrated that the TM atoms can remain stable in the cavity of g-C3N4 and interact with the

substrate via charge transfer from the TM atoms to g-C3N4. Among all the TM/g-C3N4 samples, Pd/g-

C3N4 stands out with a low overpotential of 0.46 V, showing good performance for ORR; thus, it has

great potential to replace the noble Pt catalyst. The ORR activity of TM/g-C3N4 is a function of DE*OH (an

energy descriptor). Furthermore, the d-band center and ICOHP (electronic structure descriptors) can

quantitatively describe the variation trend of DE*OH in addition to Bader charge analysis (a charge transfer

descriptor). Considering the number of d orbital electrons and the electronegativity of TM, 4 (an intrinsic

descriptor) can be applied to predict and reveal the origin of the ORR activity. A bridge from intrinsic

characteristics to electronic structures, to charge transfer, to electronic structures and then to

adsorption energy has been established, which is conducive to better reveal the ORR activity origin and

provide guidance for designing effective ORR electrocatalysts.

1. Introduction

With their advantages of high power density and small exhaust

emissions, low-temperature fuel cells1 can efficiently convert

chemical energy into electric energy.2 As a crucial process in fuel

cells, the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) demands efficient

catalysts.3 As conventional electrocatalysts, Pt-based materials

are widely employed in ORR owing to their high activity.4–7

However, the high cost, poor stability and low natural abun-

dance of Pt greatly limit the practical applications of these

materials. Hence, it is essential to nd potential catalysts to

decrease the use of Pt-based materials and improve their cata-

lytic efficiency.8–10

Accordingly, single-atom catalysts (SACs) have gained ever-

increasing interest since Pt/FeOx was prepared in 2011.11 SACs

refer to a series of supported metal catalysts, where a metal is

monodispersed as a single atom supported on the surface or

anchored in the skeleton, such as many metal oxides, including

FeOx,
11 Al2O3,

12 TiO2,
13 and CeO2.

14 It has become a new frontier

in heterogeneous catalysis to maximize the use of active sites.

However, the free energy of a metal increases as its sizes

decrease. Therefore, it is critical to nd proper supports pos-

sessing strong interaction with single metal atoms to prevent

their aggregation.15

Beneting from their high specic surface areas and weak van

der Waals interactions, 2D materials have become one of the

most advantageous candidates for supporting single metal

atoms.16 In the past years, 2D materials have been widely used as

substrates, such as nitrogen-doped graphene (N-G),17 graphdiyne

(GDY),18C3N,
19 and transitionmetal dichalcogenides (TMDs).20 In

addition, graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4), as an easy-to-

synthesize and low-cost 2D material, has been used for the

photocatalytic hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).21,22 To anchor

TM atoms, it is essential to create regular vacancies for graphene

and h-BN, which is challenging in experiments. In contrast, g-

C3N4 possesses evenly distributed holes, which provide abundant

nitrogen coordinators with rich electron lone pairs to capture

metal atoms in the ligands. Recently, various single transition

metals supported on g-C3N4 (TM/g-C3N4) have been experimen-

tally synthesized, such as Co,23 Ni,24 Ru,25 Pd,26 and Pt.27 From

a theoretical perspective, it has been found that TM/g-C3N4 can

act as potential SACs for CO2 reduction,
28 CO oxidation,29 and the

N2 reduction reaction (NRR).30 For the application of ORR, He

et al.31 and Chen et al.32 reported that a single Pd atom supported

on g-C3N4 showed high ORR activity. However, an all-around and
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in-depth understanding of the origin of the ORR has not been

achieved. Thus, it is well worth exploring whether Pd/g-C3N4 is

the best ORR electrocatalyst among the TM/g-C3N4, what

descriptor can properly describe and even predict the ORR

activity of the different metal centres, and where the ORR activity

originates from.

In this study, we comprehensively studied the 3d, 4d and 5d

single transition metal atoms supported on a buckle g-C3N4

monolayer (TM ¼ Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zr, Nb, Mo, Ru,

Rh, Pd, Ag, Hf, W, Re, Ir, Pt, and Au) to investigate their stability,

evaluate their ORR performance, establish proper descriptors,

and reveal the origin of their ORR activity by rst-principles

calculations. The stability of TM supported on g-C3N4 was

described by calculating the binding energy and cohesive energy.

The overpotentials of all the TM/g-C3N4 were evaluated and Pd/g-

C3N4 stood out with the lowest overpotential of 0.46 V. The

relationship between the overpotential and the adsorption energy

of OH (DE*OH) was determined. With the help of the d band

theory, pCOHP and Bader charge analysis, our work shed light on

the accurate quantitative description of ORR activity trends.

Considering the number of d orbital electrons and the electro-

negativity of TM, a descriptor 4 was applied to predict the ORR

activity, which revealed the origin of the ORR activity.

2. Computational details

We employed the spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT)

method for all calculations, as implemented in the Vienna ab

initio Simulation Package (VASP) code.33 The projector-

augmented-wave (PAW) basis set34 was adopted to describe

the ion–electron interaction with a cut-off energy of 520 eV. The

Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) of the generalized gradient

approximation (GGA) functional35 was used to treat the

exchange–correlation interaction. G-Centred 5 � 5 � 1 and 11

� 11 � 1 k-points grids were chosen for optimization and

electronic structure calculations, respectively. The convergence

tolerance of energy and force was 10�5 eV and 0.01 eV Å�1.

DFT+U calculation was performed with U¼ 4.0 eV and J¼ 1.0 eV

to consider the Coulomb interaction effect on all the screened

TM.36,37 The similar magnetic ground states for the TM atoms

(Fig. S1†) and similar adsorption energies of the ORR inter-

mediates (Table S1†) indicate that the DFT method is accept-

able in this work. The van derWaals interactions were described

by the empirical correction in Grimme's scheme (DFT-D3).38 A

20 Å thickness vacuum was inserted to eliminate the interaction

induced by a periodic boundary condition. Bader charge pop-

ulation analysis was employed to analysis the charge population

and electron transfer.39 To evaluate the kinetic stability, the

climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method was used

to calculate the diffusion energy barrier of the TM atoms on g-

C3N4.
40 Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations were

conducted to evaluate the thermodynamic stability of the

catalysts.41 We employed the projected crystal orbital Hamilton

population (pCOHP) to reveal the interaction between TM/g-

C3N4 and the ORR intermediates.42–44 VASPKIT, a pre- and post-

processing tool in the VASP code, was adopted to manage the

electronic structures.45

The adsorption energies of the OxHy species (DE*OxHy
)

involved in the ORR (O2, OOH, O, OH and H2O) on the

substrates were determined by46

DE*OxHy
¼ E*OxHy

� E* �

�

xEH2O �
2x� y

2
EH2

�

(1)

where E*OxHy
, E*, EH2O

and EH2
denote the total energy of the

OxHy species adsorbed on the substrate, the g-C3N4 substrate,

water molecule and hydrogen molecule, respectively. Speci-

cally, the more negative the adsorption energy, the stronger the

adsorption strength.

The free energies in the electrochemical reaction pathways

were calculated based on the computational hydrogen electrode

(CHE) model proposed by Nørskov and co-workers.47 The

change in the Gibbs free energy (DG) for each reaction step is

given as follows:

DG ¼ DE + DZPE � TDS + DU + DpH (2)

where DE can be directly obtained from DFT calculations, rep-

resenting the total energy difference between the product and

reactant. DZPE and TDS are the zero-point energy correction

and the entropy change at room temperature (298.15 K),

respectively. The results of ZPE and TS are listed in Table S2,†

which are consistent with the previous study.48 DpH is the free

energy correction of pH, calculated by DpH ¼ kT ln 10 � pH,

and the pH value is zero in this work. DeU¼�eU, where e and U

are the number of electrons transferred and the applied elec-

trode potential, respectively. The potential-determining step

(PDS) is the step with the most unfavourable equilibrium

potential. The theoretical overpotential hORR is dened as:

hORR ¼ max(DG1, DG2, DG3, DG4)/e + 1.23 (3)

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Stability of TM supported on g-C3N4

As shown in Fig. 1a, the g-C3N4 monolayer has a buckle struc-

ture with a lattice constant of 6.95 Å, which is more stable and

more reasonable than the planar model (Fig. S2†).49,50 We

focused on the TM embedded in the g-C3N4 cavity (Fig. 1b),

which is a suitable site to stabilize TM atoms.51 To compre-

hensively understand the effect of the TM centres on the ORR

activity, a series of 3d, 4d, and 5d transition metals were

considered, as shown in Fig. 1c.

With an increase in atomic number, the average bond length

(dave) gradually increases, indicating protrusion from the cavity

(Fig. 2a). The bond lengths between the TM atoms and

neighboring N atoms are listed in Table S3.† The deviation degree

(3) between the TM atoms and the cavity centre can be dened as:

3 ¼

 

1�
dTM�NðminÞ

dTM�NðmaxÞ

!

� 100% (4)

where dTM–N(min) and dTM–N(max) denote the minimum and

maximum value of the TM–N bond lengths, respectively. As can

be seen in Fig. 2b, the TM atoms may deviate from the cavity
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center, consistent with the previous study.29,52 Re, Ru, Rh, and Ir

show a signicant deviation, while V and Nb remain close to the

centre of the cavity.

The strong binding can prevent the aggregation of single TM

atoms on the substrate. The binding strength of the TM on the

g-C3N4 monolayer was calculated to compare their structural

stability. The binding energies (DEbind) of the metal atoms on g-

C3N4 and the TM bulk cohesive energy (DEcoh) are dened as

DEbind ¼ ETM/g-C3N4
� Eg-C3N4

� ETM-single (5)

DEcoh ¼ ETM/bulk/N � ETM-single (6)

where N denotes the number of atoms in the TM bulk unit cell.

ETM/g-C3N4
, Eg-C3N4

, ETM-single and ETM/bulk are the total energy of g-

C3N4 (with and without TM) and TM (in vacuum and in bulk),

respectively. If DEbind < 0, it is expected that the single TM atom

can be tightly embedded in g-C3N4. According to Fig. 2c, the

binding energies are all negative, ranging from �6.93 to

�0.77 eV. With an increase in atomic number, the binding

strength decreases in each period, opposite to the variation of

dave. The Zr atom shows the strongest binding of �6.93 eV with

a short dave of 2.34 Å, while the Au atom processes the weakest

binding of �0.77 eV with a long dave of 2.58 Å.

Actually, clustering on the surface is unfavourable where

DEbind� DEcoh is negative. However, even if the value is positive,

the TM atoms are stable on the substrate when the diffusion

barrier is high enough to prevent aggregation, which is due to

the kinetic stability of SACs.53–55 As shown in Fig. 2d, the values

of DEbind � DEcoh are �0.50, �0.75, and �0.34 eV for Ti, Zr and

Hf, respectively, indicating their spontaneous dispersion in the

cavities of g-C3N4. For the other transition metals, their values

are slightly higher, indicating the risk of clustering on g-C3N4.

The diffusion barriers of Mn, Mo, Ru, W, Re, Ir and Pt were

examined by CI-NEB because of their very positive DEbind �

Fig. 1 Top-view and side-view of g-C3N4 (a) without and (b) with

a single transition metal atom embedded in the central cavity. (c)

Transition metals (with the atomic number label) considered in this

work.

Fig. 2 (a) Average bond length (dave) between the TM and N atoms. (b) Deviation degree (3) between the TM atoms and the centre of the cavity.

(c) Binding energies of the TM atoms on g-C3N4, and (d) comparison with the corresponding cohesive energies.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 6555–6563 | 6557
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DEcoh values (>�3 eV). As listed in Table S4,† the energy barriers

are as high as 2.48, 2.67, 2.11, 3.50, 2.54, 2.30 and 1.93 eV for

Mn, Mo, Ru, W, Re, Ir and Pt, respectively. These large energy

barriers suggest that these single TM atoms can remain in the

cavity of g-C3N4 steadily.

Furthermore, the binding energy of the dimer TM was

calculated. As shown in Table S5,† the DEbind values are more

negative than DEbind2 for Mn, Mo, Ru, W, Re, Ir and Pt. Thus,

single TM atoms are reasonably stable on the g-C3N4 substrate

owing to the difficult formation of dimer TM. In addition, the

AIMD simulation was performed at 500 K for 10 ps to illustrate

their thermal stability. As seen in Fig. S3,† the energy and

temperature oscillate within small ranges for Mn, Mo, Ru, W,

Re, Ir and Pt/g-C3N4 during the period of AIMD simulation.

Furthermore, these systems undergo further structural relaxa-

tion aer the AIMD, and the nal relaxed structures are almost

the same with the initial structures. Hence, it is believed that

TM/g-C3N4 will show high stability in real applications, in

agreement with the observation in experiments.25,27

Bader charge analysis was conducted to gain insight into the

valence states of the TM atoms (Fig. 3). The charge transfer from

the TM atom to g-C3N4 leaves the TM atoms with positive

charges, indicating a strong interaction between the TM atoms

and g-C3N4. The amount of charge transfer decreases from le

to right in each period, in good agreement with the trend of

electronegativity. Hf possesses a charge transfer of 1.81e with

the lowest electronegativity of 1.30, while the charge transfer of

Au is reduced to 0.47e, and its electronegativity is 2.40.

Furthermore, the positive charges on the TM atoms are bene-

cial for adsorbing ORR intermediates, which can effectively

promote the ORR.

3.2 Adsorption of ORR species on TM/g-C3N4

The adsorption of O2 on the catalyst is the rst step for the

effective ORR. Thus, we have examined the adsorption of O2 on

TM/g-C3N4 by considering the side-on and end-on congura-

tions. Taking Ti and Au as examples, the side-on conguration

of O2 adsorbed on Ti/g-C3N4 and the end-on conguration of O2

adsorbed on Au/g-C3N4 are shown in Fig. S4.† Apparently, O2

prefers the end-on conguration with weaker adsorption on Cu,

Ag and Au/g-C3N4, while the side-on conguration of O2 is more

favourable on the other TM/g-C3N4. The adsorption energies

and bond lengths of O2 on all the TM/g-C3N4 are listed in Table

S6.† The adsorption energies of O2 range from �4.80 to

�0.46 eV with the TM–O bond lengths ranging from 1.79 to 2.14

Å. In addition, compared with Cu, Ag, and Au/g-C3N4, the

distances of the O–O bond are longer for the other TM/g-C3N4,

signifying that the O2 molecule is readily dissociated.

Combined with the TM atoms, OOH, O and OH are strongly

adsorbed on the substrates. The adsorption energies and bond

lengths of the various ORR intermediates (OOH, O, OH and

H2O) are shown in Table S7–S10.† It should be noted that OOH

dissociates into O and OH when absorbed on Ti, V, Zr, Nb, Mo,

Hf, Re, and W/g-C3N4 because of the quite strong absorption of

O and OH, indicating that they may not have good ORR

performances. The congurations of the dissociated OOH

adsorbed on Ti/g-C3N4 and undissociated OOH adsorbed on Au/

g-C3N4 are shown in Fig. S5† as examples. There is a nearly

linear relationship between DE*O and DE*OH as well as between

DE*OOH and DE*OH, as seen in Fig. 4. DE*O can be expressed as

a function of DE*OH by DE*O ¼ 2.40DE*OH + 2.06, with a coeffi-

cient of determination (R2) of 0.84. Similarly, the correlation

between DE*OOH and DE*OH can be described as DE*OOH ¼

0.89DE*OH + 3.16 and DE*OOH ¼ 0.72DE*OH � 1.37 for the un-

dissociated and dissociated OOH with R2 equals 0.94 for both

cases. This result validates the previous study on metals56 and

graphene,57 again demonstrating that catalysts possessing

strong adsorption of OH are likely to show strong adsorption of

O and OOH. Different from the OOH, O and OH above, with

adsorption energies lower than �1.00 eV, the adsorbed H2O

cannot bind tightly to most of the substrates, thus H2O can

easily dri away from the TM/g-C3N4 surfaces, which guarantees

the recovery of the catalysts.

To prove the reliability of using a unit cell of g-C3N4, the

adsorption energies of the OOH, O, and OH intermediates on

a 2 � 2 � 1 g-C3N4 supercell with a single Pd atom are listed in

Table S11† and compared with a g-C3N4 unit cell. The results

show a negligible difference between the 2 � 2 � 1 supercell

and unit cell of g-C3N4, indicating that it is acceptable to use

a unit cell of g-C3N4.

3.3 Evaluation of ORR performance

In general, there are two pathways for the ORR process, the four-

electron pathway and the two-electron pathway, distinguished

by the nal product of H2O or H2O2, respectively.
58 By exam-

ining the adsorption of H2O2 on TM/g-C3N4, we found that H2O2

cannot be stably absorbed on TM/g-C3N4. Based on this, the

two-electron pathway is excluded, and the four-electron

pathway is the preferred to process on TM/g-C3N4 in an acid

environment. The four steps in detail are: (1) O2 adsorbing on

the surface of TM/g-C3N4 and reacting with H+ to form *OOH;

(2) *OOH reacting with H+ and generating H2O and *O; (3) *O

combining with H+ and forming *OH; and (4) the nal product
Fig. 3 Charge transfer (blue) and electronegativities (yellow) of the TM

atoms.
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of H2O and the H2O molecule being released from the TM/g-

C3N4 surface.

The free energy of each reaction step was calculated for all

the TM/g-C3N4 catalysts to obtain the PDS and overpotentials.

The overpotentials for all the TM supported on g-C3N4 are

summarized in Fig. 5a. Nørskov and co-workers illustrated that

the ORR overpotential of Pt(111) is 0.45 V, which is close to the

experimental observation.56 The overpotentials of Pd/g-C3N4

and Ag/g-C3N4 are 0.46 V and 0.60 V, respectively, which are

close to that of Pt(111), indicating that they are potential

substitutes of Pt(111), especially Pd/g-C3N4. Moreover, the

0.46 V overpotential value for Pd/g-C3N4 is lower than that in

previous studies, such as Fe-Pc (0.68 V),59 Fe-Pp (0.77 V),60 CoN4-

gra (0.47 V)61 and Co/BN (0.82 V),62 proving a better ORR

performance with g-C3N4 as the support. The free energy

changes in each step on all the TM/g-C3N4 are shown in Table

S12.† Obviously, the PDS is the last step for most of the TM/g-

C3N4, except for V (the second step, from *OOH to *O), Nb and

W/g-C3N4 (the third step, from *O to *OH). The free energy

diagrams of Pd/g-C3N4 are shown in Fig. 5b, and that of the

other TM atoms supported on g-C3N4 are shown in Fig. S6–S8†

for clarity. Obviously, the diagrams of Ti, V, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf, W

and Re/g-C3N4 are different from the other TM/g-C3N4 because

of the dissociated OOH, which leads to a high overpotential.

The structures of the ORR intermediates (O2, OOH, O, OH and

H2O) adsorbed on Pd/g-C3N4 can be found in Fig. 5c. However,

besides Pd/g-C3N4 and Ag/g-C3N4, none of the remaining TM/g-

C3N4 have catalytic ORR activity because of their large

Fig. 4 Scaling relationship (a) between DE*O and DE*OH, and (b) between DE*OOH and DE*OH on TM/g-C3N4.

Fig. 5 (a) Summary of the ORR overpotentials for TM supported on g-C3N4. (b) Free energy diagrams for the ORR on Pd/g-C3N4 and (c)

corresponding atomic configurations of ORR species on Pd/g-C3N4.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 J. Mater. Chem. A, 2020, 8, 6555–6563 | 6559
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overpotential of more than 1.00 V. Thus, these catalysts were not

further considered as potential ORR catalysts.

As mentioned above, the adsorption energies of OH have

a scaling relationship with OOH and O. Based on this, DE*OH was

chosen as a descriptor to explore the ORR activity on TM/g-C3N4.

The relationship between the negative ORR overpotential (�hORR)

and DE*OH is established in Fig. 6. According to the Sabatier

principle,63 intermediates adsorbed on the TM too strongly and

too weakly can both discourage the catalytic process. The inter-

mediates will poison the electrode surface if they are adsorbed too

strongly, thus the proton–electron cannot transfer from TM to the

intermediates. However, the results revealed the strong adsorp-

tion of the ORR species on TM/g-C3N4, indicating the risk of

deactivation. Among the TM/g-C3N4, Pd/g-C3N4 is the closest to

the top of the volcano plot, where the lowest ORR overpotential

was calculated to be 0.42 V, suggesting that it is the closest

catalyst to the theoretical minimum of the ORR overpotential.

3.4 Origin of ORR activity trend

To better understand the origin of the ORR activity trend, we

chose the 4d metals, where Pd and Ag are included, for

comprehensive analysis. During the catalytic process, the

adsorption strength of intermediates can be modulated by

different TM atoms supported on g-C3N4. Taking the adsorption

of OH as an example, the adsorption strength between OH and

TM on TM/g-C3N4 can be demonstrated by the bond formation,

as illustrated in Fig. S9.† To reveal the role of the different TM

centres, the d-band centre (3d) of TM/g-C3N4 was calculated as

follows:64

3d ¼

ð

N

�N

3rdd3

ð

N

�N

rdd3

(7)

where rd is the density of states projected onto a single TM atom

d orbital and 3 is the energy width of the d orbital.

Fig. 6 Relationship between the negative of overpotential (�hORR) and

the adsorption energy of OH (DE*OH). Each line denotes one reaction

step acquired from the scaling relationships, * + O2 + H+ + e� /

*OOH (in black):�hORR¼�0.89DE*OH + 0.12; *OOH+H+ + e�/ *O

+ H2O (in yellow): �hORR ¼ �1.51DE*OH + 0.26; *O + H+ + e�/ *OH

(in blue): �hORR ¼ 1.40DE*OH + 0.49; *OH + H+ + e�/ * + H2O (in

red): �hORR ¼ DE*OH � 0.87.

Fig. 7 (a) Partial density of states of the 4d TM atoms on g-C3N4, where EF denotes the Fermi level and is set to zero. (b) Relationship between the

d-band centre of TM/g-C3N4 and DE*OH.
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In Fig. 7a, as the d orbital occupation increases, 3d of the 4d

TM atoms become more negative relative to the Fermi level (EF).

A more negative 3d usually implies weaker adsorption of the

ORR species. Thus, the positive 3d of Zr and Nb indicate the

strong adsorption of the intermediates. However, for Mo, Ru,

Rh, Pd and Ag, 3d shis to the le of EF, and thus the adsorption

of the intermediates become weaker. The relationship between

3d and DE*OH is presented in Fig. 7b. The good correlation

coefficient (R2 ¼ 0.80) indicates that the d-band centre can serve

as a great descriptor to accurately illustrate the trend of DE*OH
on TM/g-C3N4. However, the d-band center is not associated

with the adsorption energy for a specic TM in a small range

due to the neglect of the d-band shape and the effect of the TM-

sp orbitals (Fig. S10†).65,66

pCOHP was employed to analyse the bonding and anti-

bonding states of the OH intermediate absorbed on the TM

centre. From Zr to Ag, there is a trend that the lling of the

antibonding orbital population increases and the energies of

the bonding states move up to EF, in accordance with the vari-

ation in adsorption strength of the intermediates. To give

a more quantitative explanation, the integrated COHP (ICOHP)

was calculated by integrating the energy up to EF. Interestingly,

there is a good linear relationship between ICOHP and DE*OH
values (with R2 ¼ 0.89, Fig. 8h). This linear correlation quanti-

tatively reveals the role of different metal centres in the

bonding/antibonding orbital populations, which accounts for

the observed trend of DE*OH above.

Although both the d-band centre and pCOHP explain the

origin of the ORR activity trend well, it is still to be solved

whether a better descriptor can be found to give an easier and

more thorough explanation and even predict the ORR activity.

Considering that the charge transfer of TM has been used to

prove the performance of SAC,67 the relationship between the

Bader charge transfer of the TM and the OH adsorption energy

was further explored. As seen in Fig. 9a, Zr with the most

positive charge of 1.74e shows the largest DE*OH of �2.02 eV

among the 4d metals, while Pd loses 0.42e with the DE*OH of

0.41 eV. There is a linear relationship between the charge

transfer of the TM and the OH adsorption energy with a ne

correlation coefficient (R2 ¼ 0.88), indicating that a more posi-

tive charge on the TM atom leads to more strongly adsorbing

ORR intermediates, which gives evidence of the ORR origin

from a new point of view.

Furthermore, inspired by the recent study of a universal

descriptor to predict the ORR/OER/HER activities for graphene-

based SACs,45 the descriptor 4 to predict the ORR activities of

TM/g-C3N4 considering the number of d orbital electron (qd)

and the electronegativity of TM (ETM) is proposed as follows:

4 ¼ qd � ETM (8)

Fig. 8 (a–g) pCOHP between the 4d TM centres (from Zr to Ag) and the OH intermediate. The bonding and antibonding contributions are

displayed on the right and left, respectively. (h) Correlation between ICOHP and the adsorption energy of the OH intermediate.
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As shown in Fig. 9b, with qd multiplied by ETM, 4 correlates

linearly with DE*OH quite well with R2¼ 0.90. This indicates that

the adsorption strength of OH and the other intermediates can

be easily estimated by basic characteristics rather than complex

DFT calculations.

Moreover, we investigated all the TM screened in our study to

evaluate whether these descriptors can be applied more

broadly. As shown in Fig. S11,† there is a linear relationship for

DE*OH versus d-band center, ICOHP, charge transfer and 4 with

R2 ¼ 0.67, 0.77, 0.73 and 0.69, respectively. Thus, our results

validate these descriptors can be used not only in a period but

also for all TM. As shown in Fig. 10, on one hand, DE*OH can

serve as a facial descriptor of ORR activity; on the other hand, 3d,

ICOHP, Bader charge transfer and 4 give a quantitative

description of DE*OH. Hence, it is systematically concluded that

the ORR activity is intrinsically determined by the 4 of TM

atoms. The different 4 leads to a different positive charge of TM

atoms, resulting in a variation in electronic structures, such as

bonding/antibonding orbital population and d-band centre.

The electronic structures can further impact the adsorption

strength of intermediates and reect the ORR activity.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we revealed that single transition metal atoms

supported on g-C3N4 can serve as promising high activity cata-

lysts for the ORR by means of systematic rst-principles calcu-

lations. Our detailed screening of a series of TM elements

indicates that TM single atoms and g-C3N4 strongly combine,

with charge transfer from the TM atoms toward g-C3N4. With

a favourable ORR overpotential of 0.46 V, Pd/g-C3N4 demon-

strates the highest performance among the TM/g-C3N4. There-

fore, it is a potential competitive candidate for replacing the

noble Pt catalyst. Furthermore, based on the scaling relationship

between the adsorption energy of the ORR intermediates, DE*OH
can serve as an energy descriptor to reect the ORR activity of

TM/g-C3N4. The variation trend of DE*OH on TM/g-C3N4 can be

properly described by the d-band center, ICOHP and charge

transfer. An intrinsic descriptor 4 involving qd and ETM can be

applied to predict the ORR activity. The multiple-level descriptors

including basic characteristics, charge transfer, electronic struc-

tures and energy will provide greater insight to reveal the ORR

activity mechanisms and improving the ORR activities of SACs.
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